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Packing list

Adapter Plate

Firebricks

Grate Holder 
with Gasket

(2) Grate Inserts

Combustion Blower

Aquastat-(3 Pieces) 
and Sensor

Temp/Pressure 
Gauge

Pressure Relief 
Valve

nOte: although required for unit 
completion, the Feeder and hopper are 
sold as separate items.
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Top

Left Side

Front

Boiler

Cleaning Rod

Spring Handle

Hopper - Sold 
separately

Door 
Blank

Adapter 
Plate

Base Jacket

Base

Ash Tub

Ash Door

Right Side

Baffle

Flue Pipe

Clean out slide

Flue Plate

Hopper
Support

The VF3000 is reversible as to which end the hopper and 
flue pipe are located. Therefore, a decision must be made 
as to which way will work best for your situation.
If you woud like to have the flue to the right and the hopper 
to the left, make sure the gaskets are in place on both the 
flue pipe and flue plate. Bolt the flue pipe on the right end 
and the flue plate on the left end of the base. Next, the baffle 
must be slid into place on the right end with the center of the 
base. Note the baffle and flue pipe must always be at the 
same end and opposite the hopper.
Next, place the base jacket around the base and clamp into 
place with the four clamping bolts on the front of the base. 
The hole in the jacket goes around the flue pipe. 

Place 1/4” x 1” gasket around the flat edge on top of the 
base. Now place the boiler on top of the base with the feeder 
opening opposite the flue pipe. Place 1/4” x 1” gasket around 
the door openings on the boiler. Bolt the door mount on the 
front door opening with 5/16” x 1” flat head bolts. Bolt the 
door blank on the rear opening with 5/16” x 1” hex head bolts.
Now the outer jacket can be installed. The front jacket with 
the coil hole must be installed first. Next, the two sides which 
hold the front in place and then the top which holds the sides 
in place.

assembly
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Feeder
Begin assembly by sliding the pusher block with the adjuster rod from the front through the slot shown in Fig. 1. Be sure the 
pusher block is turned with the bolt hole to feed indicator side. Next, hold pusher block in the most rearward position and 
slide the adjuster tube over the adjuster rod until it bottoms out on the pusher block. Thread the adjuster, then the wing nut 
on the end of the adjuster rod.
Put gasket around the opening on the adapter plate. Slide the feeder through the plate and bolt together with two 5/16 x 3/4” 
bolts. Next, install the grate holder. 

grate
The grate is composed of four pieces: the grate holder, (2) grate 
inserts, and firebrick angle. The firebrick angle is bolted to the grate 
holder with (2) 3/8” x 1 1/4” bolts. Before installing the grate holder, 
3/8” round gasket must be checked in the groove on the bottom 
side of the grate holder, as shown in fig. 4. Check to be sure the 
gasket has not been damaged. Locate the flange at the rear of the 
grate holder into the slot on the feeder as shown at left. Bolt the 
front end down snug with the 1/4” x 20 allen bolt and nut provided. 
The rear end will be locked in place by the flange.

Before completely tightening the bolt, be sure the grate holder 
is back as far as possible and centered side to side on the 
feeder opening.

Hopper right, flue left Hopper left, flue right

assembly

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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assembly

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

grates and Firebrick
Lay the two grate inserts into the grate holder as shown. 
Divide the spaces between the grates equally and be sure 
they are not tight. The spaces are needed for expansion. 
The grate inserts can also be installed or removed after the 
feeder is in place.
Place the two firebricks on the grate angle and make the two 
bolts snug on the adapter plate as shown.
Apply 1 inch flat gasket around the feeder opening and insert 
the feeder and adapter plate into the boiler and tighten. 
NOTE: You will need a 3/4” socket to do this.
Blower
Remove one of the screws on the intake screen, and install 
the blower restrictor plate. Install the blower on the bottom 
of the feeder by sliding it into the bracket as far as it will go. 
NOTE: The bolt holes on the blower flange are not used.
Control Box
Install the control box on mounting pad provided on the side 
of the stoker with (4) #8-32 bolts and nuts.
Plug the gear motor into the top receptacle, and the 
combustion blower into the middle receptacle on the control 
box. The bottom receptacle is not used.
hopper
Insert small end of hopper into the hopper slot on the feeder. 
Push top of hopper under the hopper support, causing the slot 
on the bottom side of the support to hook onto the hopper. 
The hopper support will spring up slightly for the hopper to 
go under. If you have difficulty getting the hopper under, you 
can raise the top slightly
The feed motor cover can now be installed.

Snug these bolts only.


